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Meccawe Club had its first annual catered dinner for all
Club members and their families. On a perfect summer
evening, seventeen folks gathered on the porch to share
good stories, drinks and hors d'oeuvres, and a wonderful
dinner. Great evening; great food; great view of hungry,
leaping trout. The entire affair was catered by Suzy and
Jim at thymelessherbsfarm@gmail.com.  Looking
forward to the second annual catered dinner this
summer — keep your eye out for the invitation, and
make your reservations early.

For the last several years the Meccawe Club and Steve
Rowe Fly Fishing have donated an all-day Trout Camp
class to the Hanover Rotary Club. 2015’s high bidder
was Robert Popp. We had a great day!!

The Club initiated a Trophy Trout stocking in 2015.
These were HUGE FISH, up to 11 lbs., with many in
the 4-6 lb. range. Many got caught and released. The
lucky (skilled) folks have their names and fish sizes
posted next to the fireplace at the Club. Check them
out. You could be next.

Steve Rowe Fly Fishing had another successful season
with all adult Trout Camps staged at Meccawe. These allday (9:00 – 4:00) comprehensive fly casting/fly fishing
programs are open to all, ages 12+ and over. Both Club
members and non-members are welcome to attend on
the scheduled Saturdays during the season. This teaching
program has brought several new members to the Club.
I also put on several Women’s Trout Camps.You guessed
it: women only!
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Go to meccaweclub.org for the 2016 Trout Camp/
Open House/special events schedule.

Finally, let's not forget that next July 4th, Meccawe will
be celebrating Calvin Coolidge's birthday.Yup, only
president born on the 4th. A local fellow and fisherman
AND yes, that really is Silent Cal’s hat hanging to the
right of the Club’s fireplace!
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A new program I started at Meccawe in 2015 is the
Evening Rise program, held on scheduled Wednesday
evenings, 5:00 – 7:00. Perfect for those who can't
attend an all-day session, and who want to improve
their casting skills and learn how to catch those famous
Meccawe jumping trout.
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Meet Mike and Mary
Loye Miller

B

ack in early 2015 the club search committee (Forrest Hammond, Douglas
Harp, Loye Miller) focused on two leading candidates for the caretaker job
(to succeed Jeremy Frost).
They were Sean Glenn of New Hampshire and a couple – Mike Jones and
Mary Dumas – of West Virginia. We contacted both, but Mike & Mary said
that 24 hours earlier they had accepted a position in Pennsylvania.
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Then last summer -- out of the blue – Mary
e-mailed that they were coming north on
vacation and would like to see the Meccawe
Club. I met them there on an August morning
and showed them all around. As they left, they
made a point of saying that if our job should fall
open again, they would be very interested.
Last winter, then, Mary/Mike were among the
first responders to our early ad in the Caretaker
Gazette. On January 22, they e-mailed to say
they were considering a new job at a Montana
ranch, but would like to talk with us as well.
Two days later they messaged that they planned
to visit a relative in Vermont early in February,
and hoped they could also call on us.
Forrest, Doug and I met them at the club on
Feb. 12, showed them the caretaker cottage and
continued discussion over brews at Ramunto’s
in Bridgewater. By the end of that visit they
were clearly our leading choice for the job, and
they seemed very interested. In our favor was
that they liked Vermont. Mary was born and
raised in Hardwick (about 20 miles north of

Montpelier) and still has other kin in the state.
Two years ago they spent the summer working
at a big family camp on Lake Fairlee.
These promising developments came to
fruition fairly quickly. A telephone conference
call with John Houlihan drew a formal offer of
the position, which Mary and Mike accepted in
early March.
For the past year Mike & Mary have been
operating the Ironmaster’s Mansion, a historic
brick hostelry (built in 1815) in eastern
Pennsylvania. It now serves mostly as a hostel
for Appalachian Trail hikers, and community
facility for weddings and other public gatherings.
Also in recent years they have managed
wilderness cabins in northern Michigan, a
large spread in Indiana and the facilities at an
academy in West Virginia.
We are looking for their arrival at Meccawe –
accompanied by their dog Maisy – on or about
April 19.
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Water Temperature and Fish Survival
Dick Haedrich

T

hat temperature affects fish survival and behavior is very well known. “Warm
water species” and “cold water species” are terms familiar to every angler. Trout
prefer their waters on the cool side. For the past three years we’ve looked at the
seasonal temperature regime in Meccawe Pond to see how it might affect the
trout population.
We use HOBO Temperature Loggers, ingenious little devices no bigger than a
matchbox. They were set on a buoy near the dam at the surface and the bottom
around 12 ft to record temperature, date and time every few hours. After
retrieval, the data were downloaded to a computer using HOBO software.
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The graph shows surface and bottom temperaSince fish caught when the temperatures
tures in Meccawe Pond taken between June 8
are high may die once released, those caught
and October 15, 2015. Bottom temperatures
through much of July and August at Meccawe
track those at the surface but are less varishould be kept. Over the long term it might be
able. There is some lag as waters warm in the
well to consider stocking mostly rainbows.
spring but the two are very closely aligned as
they decline steeply in the fall. In 2015 there
There is an important caveat. The Meccawe
was an interesting cooling event in late June, the temperature data come from one 12-ft-deep
result of a cold rainstorm
point near the dam. We have some very limited echo-sounder data that suggest there are
The pattern seen in the Pond closely matches
deeper spots at the other end of the Pond. The
those recorded over the same time period at
small inlet stream in the northeast corner has a
other trout clubs on Lake Mitchell and Lakota
temperature near 58°F and this could feed any
Lake. In all the temperatures are similar and
deep holes there to provide very suitable sumat the high end of the range suitable for trout
mer refuges. Next year we will try to locate the
which do best between about 50 and 65°F.
temperature buoy in one of those places.
What does this mean for Meccawe?
Temperatures above 75°F may be lethal but
trout populations do persist in all three lakes.
Brook trout are more sensitive to higher temperatures than are rainbows. Data from other
clubs reflect this in declining catch rates for
brookies compared to rainbows over the summer. Probably the same is true for Meccawe.
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We Call it Fun:
Rebuilding the Caretaker’s Cottage
Susan Salter

I

t’s amazing what you can accomplish with three dogs, a few teenagers, a wildlife
biologist, a motley volunteer crew, and some professional builders.
Meccawe’s beloved caretaker’s cottage was in
dire need of a facelift. Actually, more than a face
lift—reconstructive surgery. As one member put
it back in April of 2015: “We can gut it for $900.”
Rumor has it the cottage was originally a
chicken coop. The original building included
the current kitchen and the porch. Additions
were added for snakes and mice.
The roof was leaking, the cottage needed a new
water heater, something was eating the ancient
insulation, there was black mold on the old
porch, gophers, mice, giant child-eating snakes,
poisonous spiders, and…the list goes on. A big
bill was on the horizon. The Meccawe board
allotted $10,000
Then came the bill, after a few weeks of work,
for $25,000. Nothing was finished, in spite
of hard, dirty work by caretaker Sean Glenn
and Dixson Construction, filling dumpsters.
Something had to be done.
Enter the Tobiasons—Laurel, Erik, and wonderdog Ephraim. “Couple of work weekends and
we can finish this thing,” said Erik. For Laurel
and Erik, compared to rebuilding homes
after Hurricanes Sandy, Katrina, and Irene,
building 7 cabins with volunteer squads on the
Appalachian Trail, and two schools and clinics
in the Amazon, to name just a few of their
volunteer projects, this was child’s play.
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For Frost and Colleen Hammond, able-bodied
builders, it was a walk in the park. (Uber-dog
Rowan kept puppy Willie in line, secured the
perimeter, and scanned the horizon for large
carnivores.)
For newlyweds Douglas Harp and Susan Salter,
it was a kind of…honeymoon (or trial by fire).
For Steve Rowe, well, it wasn’t fishing, but it
was okay.
For Garry (“Will Chainsaw for Fish”) Weeks,
who cut an insane amount of wood, it was
mildly amusing.
For Mia and Ellie Reynolds, it was the first
time these L.A. kids had ever held a nail gun
(Who needs physics? Who needs med school?).
For Gaby Rosemac, well, at 17 she was already
a pro, having worked with Erik and
Laurel before.
One fine July weekend, Laurel and Erik got
down to business. Real tools appeared on
the lawn. Wood for inside walls (much of it
donated by the Tobiasons, the rest at cost) and
fresh insulation were delivered. Paint, hardware,
tile, kitchen cabinets, nails, framing lumber…
all donated by the Tobiasons. These guys don’t
mess around. They’ve trained over 1000 high
school students over the years. But they liked
us best.

Turns out there’s a hierarchy on every job—
lowest person on the totem pole does the
insulation (I didn’t know this at first; good
thing I’ve had all my children). People with
lesser IQs paint. Pyromaniacs burn wood.
Visiting celebrities get to use the nail gun. If
you prove yourself, you can use the saw.
The Tobiason’s lead by example. They also
use terrifying stories of dismemberment and
disemboweling on the job to ensure safety
procedures are followed. The time Buck lost
a finger. The time so and so’s leg got caught
in the saw. Myriad fleshy parts stabbed by
wayward nails. The time grandfather got a fish
hook in the ear, etc. So much blood lost, you
wouldn’t believe it.
This appealed mightily to the teenagers.
Element of danger in using a staple gun to
put up a vapor barrier. Mystical visions sealing
ridge vents at dizzying heights. Anything
could happen.

intervening weeks. And a lot of fun. Colleen
is stunningly talented with tools. She and
Laurel put Hilary Clinton to shame when it
comes to getting things done. (This would be a
killer ticket and I think the Democrats should
consider it.) Frost is the gentle giant in the
room. Never laughs at your questions. Erik’s
super dry sense of humor puts terror in the
hearts of lesser mortals. Laurel and Susan did
such a fine job distressing the wood on the
kitchen cabinets to look as if they had been
used in the 1800s that someone who shall
remain forever nameless painted over them.
Clearly pearls before swine.
Did we mention there was no shortage of
food? Between Laurel and Colleen, there never
is. Big breakfasts. Coffee breaks by the pond.
Lunch on the porch, with front row seats to
that sublime vista. Cocktails and dinner after a
little fishing at dusk. Summertime.
Paradise.

Nothing did. Except 200 man hours of labor
in two weekends alone. Hundreds more in the
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The Warmth of Friends and Fire
Douglas Harp

A

s American essayist and friend of Mark Twain, Charles Dudley Warner,
once wrote, “To poke a fire is more solid enjoyment than almost anything
else in the world.”
Indeed. Wherever I have lived in my adult life, I have always had this
primal urge—no, need—to build a fire pit somewhere near the house.
It must have started when my uncle built one in the late ‘50s in my
grandmother’s back yard in Hanover. It is still there, Susan and I now live
in that house, and I look out my studio window and see that very fire pit.
And fires still burn in it at all times of the year; the colder the better.

The fire is the main comfort of the camp,
whether in summer or winter, and is about
as ample at one season as at another. It is
as well for cheerfulness as for warmth and
dryness.
Henry David Thoreau
Or perhaps it’s the memory of standing around
a fire drinking tea with Inuit hunters who’d
stopped by our camp on the shores of Hudson
Bay during one of my father’s archaeological
expeditions.
These memories blur and overlap and wash
their warmth over me as I stand over this
latest pit.
How, I wondered, could Meccawe not have
its own? On one of those perfect late fall
afternoons—where all you want is to be outside,
preferably at a magical place like Meccawe—we
broke ground. With stones donated by Laurel
and Erik Tobiason, and the able help of my son,
Peter, and his wife Jingyao, and my stepdaughter,
Ellie, we had it dug and lined with stone—and
looking as though it had always been there—
by sundown.
But what is a fire pit—especially one
overlooking our pristine pond and
wilderness—without some form of seating?
Adirondack chairs, we think, will be the perfect
complement. Darcy Jameson has kindly offered
to donate one in the upcoming season. And the
Tobiasons have proposed an Adirondack chair
workshop: they’ll assemble the required wood,
fasteners and tools, and one Saturday afternoon,
for a nominal fee, we’ll all have the chance to
build a chair to take home or to donate to
the Club.
Stay tuned for more info on this summer
workshop.

But this is not my fire pit.
It was built with all Club members and their
families and friends in mind. Test your fire
building skills. (You know — no crumpled
newspapers. Only birch bark, dried fir boughs
and one match sort of thing.) Sip your favorite
single malt scotch or a cool San Pellegrino at
the end of a perfect day on the pond. Cook
your dinner over real coals—save the propane
for a rainy day. (I think I have an old Weber
grill round cooking grate lying around, which
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can easily be placed on a tripod of bricks or
standing stones.) Luxuriate with a perhapssoon-to-be-legal Cuban cigar. Or maybe
just doze…
In short, all who read this, please enjoy and be
reminded, via the resplendence of an open fire
that you built, of just how fortunate we all are
to be a part of this most special place.

